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Words into Money? (This Must be Magic)

Negotiation Magic by Al Lewis
Welcome.
One of the greatest gifts we have
is our language. Our ability to
speak, to frame words into images
and pictures, to help someone see
what they couldn’t see before by
words alone is magical, almost
godlike in power.
If by words alone and not force or
coercion we can lead both buyers
and sellers to successful conclusions
relative to their wants and desires
then we should consider ourselves
masters of the art of communication
and practitioners of magic.
Why not? The other side of the coin
would be failure. No one benefits by
that. To take the time, therefore, to
learn the words of the shaman, the
magic man or woman, so to speak,
the methodologies and spells would
be a worthwhile effort and is the
object of this writing: by our words
we are justified.
Negotiation Magic.
The first thing I'd like to request of
you is to forget everything you ever
learned about negotiation.
Things like – do not narrow
negotiations down to one issue,
when you do there can only be a
winner and a loser; never assume
you know what the other party
wants, get to know the person first
and the details of the transaction
second; when negotiations are done
correctly, when transactions are

structured so that buyers get what
they want in return for sellers
getting what they want, everybody
wins – count for little in the real
world of infield sales.
This is all nonsense and, besides,
who has time for all of this when a
negotiation with a buyer that visits
an open house, for example, that
previews the property, shows no
interest in buying and is walking out
the door all within a five minute
period must begin and conclude
successfully within about two
minutes of your intervention. Negotiation is an activity that, like
boxing, takes place in the moment
with no time for forethought of
plan or device: it's a one-three, onethree, one-three punch action and
nothing else.
If you’re wondering what
happened to the two, that's the
one you get.
If you've got to move fast like a
boxer to see what you can accomplish with a buyer standing before
you, to move them by means of
negotiation from non-interest to
interest in a few seconds time,
literally, then your plan, like a
boxer's has got be as simple and fast
as a one-two-three punch as well.
Negotiation with an interested
buyer is largely unneeded; long talks
about tactics, terms or structure
related to buying is not negotiation,
these are just long talks about
tactics, terms and structure.

I can assure you from four-decades
of study and four-decades of infield
sales that the real world of negotiation does not resemble in any way
the seminar world of chess board
strategy negotiation taught by the
leading profilmigators of knowledge
in real estate.
The second thing I'd like to ask of
you is to think of negotiation as a
fast action combative sport whose
only function is the knockout
punch. When you learn and practice
the knockout punch and by that
change a prospective buyer's interest
in some property from none to
some, and from some to want, then
you'll walk with head high knowing
who's boss in the sales environment.
Thus established, you'll take on all
comers with felicity.
Sidebar / When interviewing agents
for an open sales position at a development of new homes, maybe a hundred
home project, an economic tidal wave
in some community just starting at
about $50,000,000 in sales because
following that are yards, furniture,
kids, clothes, supplies, food, cars and
more, I have to work hard to find the
right person. The economic impact of a
project like this exceeds the capacity to
imagine. To help make sure I select the
right person, at some point during an
interview I always ask this question, “If
a buyer skirts you when they return
from the models, slips out the door,
jumps into their car and drives away,
what can be done about that?”

The answer I wait to hear is, “If
talking with a buyer at my desk about
buying, nothing, but if not talking at
my desk with someone or if standing
and chit chatting with a visitor that
doesn't seem to be moving toward a
close, I'll excuse myself, run out to the
street, stand in front of their car, wave
them down, and pull them back into
the office.”
How often do you think I hear that?
Almost never, but occasionally I am
surprised. I sometimes reverse the
question and ask if they would do that.
If not, or if they are shocked at the
suggestion which most are, I usually
will not hire the interviewee, but move
on to the next.
Both sales and negotiation are combative action sports.
Self-Interest and Knowing
How to Stimulate It is the Key
to Success in Combative
Negotiation.
Having said this, do you really
believe there is anything you can say
about a kitchen, its hardware,
cabinets or ambience that can
change a buyer's gut-feeling about
their dislike of it? Having suggested
that, do you really believe there is
anything you can say about a
property's view orientation or lot or
landscape or location that can
change a buyer's gut-feeling about
their dislike of them? Having
implied this, do you really believe
there is anything you can say about
a house's layout or design or floor
plan that can change a buyer's gutfeeling about their dislike of these
things.
These being true, of what good
is getting to know a buyer, or not
limiting talks to one issue, or
seeking a win/win conclusion?
What conclusion?

This is the frustration agents
experience with infield sales. They
have been taught to think negotiation, to seek to create fantastic
win/win scenarios, and by these are
set up for failure from the start.

to be of some value to someone,
I thought. I paid for two days at the
swap meet and set-up for sales early
Saturday morning; by late Saturday
afternoon, I had sold nearly
nothing.

The key to success is to not imagine
that your are some great poet that
can change hearts with your magical
words, but instead just a hardhitting, knock-out-punch boxer or
rodeo cowboy (or girl) who's lost
his marbles (hasn't got an ounce of
thinking brain left in his head). Less
is more, no thinking allowed.

Determined to succeed, I thought
about this all Saturday night and
came up with a price-reduction
strategy that I was sure would lead
to the sellout of my entire stock of
junk. First, I decided that I would
not be passive as I had on Saturday,
but instead stand in the walkway
and talk to every passersby. I would
ask them to look at my stuff and to
find something, no matter how
trivial, that they might be able to
use or enjoy owning at the right
price and to, please, not leave until
they did this.

Sidebar / Trainee rodeo cowboys when
learning to ride bulls have their mouths
stuffed full with marbles. Every time
one is thrown by a bull but gets back
on, they remove a marble from their
mouth. When all their marbles are
gone, they are a professional bull rider.
Gut-feeling reaches deep into selfinterest, but there is nothing you
can say or do to change a buyer's
dislike of something to like, so stop
trying. This is neither negotiation
nor leadership; just mouthing that
tires a buyer quickly. Change tactics
and, instead, reach into their
pockets.
Every Buyer
Has Their Price.
Once in my late teens on the cusp
of twenty, I cleaned out a neighbor's
garage; a mature single woman with
no interest whatsoever in its contents. My reward for doing this was
that I could take everything of value
within it to a local junk-oriented
swap meet and keep the profits of
sale for myself. At a time when the
minimum wage was still $2.35 an
hour and, not having a job, there
was some prospect of a windfall in
this enterprise. The garage was
chock full of this and that that had

When those that cooperated found
something, I suggested a price; let's
just say $2.50. They would say, of
course, not interested. I would say
how about $2.00. They again would
say no. Then I'd say how about a
dollar and they'd say no. Then I'd
say how about fifty-cents. They'd
say no. Then I'd say how about onetenth of what it's worth, only onetenth of the $2.50 I originally
asked: twenty-five cents. Then, if
not earlier, I usually got a yes and a
smile. If I had to go down to a dime
or a nickel or even a penny to get
the sale I would do it. On a few
occasions I asked them to do me a
favor and to take whatever it was
they pointed to away for free. I left
the swap meet with a completely
empty truck, not even junk's junk,
and about fifty-bucks in my pocket
after expenses, a true windfall, and I
was hooked on sales though I
wouldn't find this out for another
few years when I went into real
estate.

This, sure enough, is a po’ boy story.
How many rich kids, maybe you
among them, could care less about
fifty-bucks in their pockets, let alone
spending a weekend at a swap meet
hawking junk gleaned from a garage
they had to clean to get?
What I've found, though, is that
a stairway to heaven (your destiny)
sprouts from every seed experience
however humble, like a flower in a
garden, and follows wherever you
go. If you could see them, their
labels and signposts, they'd reach
back to childhood by the thousands
circumambulating you like a forest
of trees far as the eye can see; and,
they are there, always, for your use
like ladders in a garage whenever
needed to reach your goals.
Sidebar / When faced with a
dilemma, a major problem or crisis,
instead of always looking to the future
for some fantastic new idea or solution,
try looking back and scouring the
garage of your mind, your memory, for
some analogue seed experience, a
stairway to heaven, that holds the key
to your success.
My family was not poor, but I
moved out at eighteen, before even
graduating from high school, and
was. My father, whom I never lived
with, committed to helping with
room and board to the tune of $75
a month and stopovers for dinner
until I was twenty-one or left
college, whichever came first, but
I had to scratch out the rest: college
tuition and costs, car, gas, insurance,
clothes, shoes, etc. myself.
He forwarded this like clockwork
the first of every month to the day,
March 3rd, 1973, the day I turned
twenty-one, and I have always been
thankful for that. It’s amazing how
far $75 and stopovers for dinner can
go; well, in the early seventies,
anyway.

This is the first time I have reflected on the details of the seed
experience let’s label as “The
Swap Meet” in decades and I just
can't hardly believe that in three
year’s time from that weekend I
had gotten married, graduated
college and was a door knocking
Broker with blow-dried hair in a
leisure suit outlisting and outselling all but a few of the 3500
agents on the board within which
I belonged; what a transformation. At the swap meet I was just
a jerky, over skinny, curly topped
kid with a beat-up truck in Levi’s
and a t-shirt.
Striving again against failure, but in
real estate, not swap meet sales,
determined to succeed and not be a
victim of attrition, dropout common to 80% of new licensees, I
strove to discover what it was about
negotiation that really worked and
not to just follow the crowd down a
well traveled rut to nowhere.
Sidebar / A rut is a grave with both
ends kicked out.
My first realization was that
closing and negotiation are not
the same thing.
Closing / Closing is what we do
when we act on implied consent.
When a buyer indicates by any
verbal or non-verbal action that they
are interested in a property, we close
by saying something like, “I can see
you are interested in this home, that
you want it. Let me show you exactly what it will cost to buy. It'll
take me just a moment to work up a
cost worksheet at the asking price.
I’ll work up a purchase agreement
for your signature after that.”
The more sensitive an agent is to
implied consent, clues or indications
of interest, the better closer they will
be if leader enough to take action.

If, on the other hand, in spite of
clues or indications of interest
shown by a buyer, an agent says to
the buyer, “We have four more
houses to look at,” the sales process
can go on for weeks and months.
Negotiation / Negotiation is what
we do when there is no implied
consent and we strive to create it by
stimulating self-interest that is not
there. Importantly, again, we cannot
stimulate self-interest by up-talking
the potentiality, features, amenities
or ambience of some property. This
is interpreted by a buyer as an
attempt by an agent to “sell” them
something they don't want for their
self-interest: a commission. Do this
again and again and the relationship
will soon end, sometimes in only
minutes.
My second realization was that
negotiation is rule oriented and
not some great incomprehensible
strategy of mental manipulation
or tit for tat (equivalent retaliation) mind game only the gods
are capable of mastering.
Rule #1 / Every buyer has their
price: buyers have a tolerance for
imperfection and will buy most
anything at the right price.
Rule #2 / Every seller has their
price: sellers will sell most anything
at the right price whether they want
to sell or not.
Just two rules all together, ridiculously simple and commonsensical,
who couldn't think of these?
Sidebar / Once in a movie I heard a
real estate agent say to a buyer, when
the buyer asked what's for sale, “This is
Beverly Hills, everything's for sale.”
The implication, of course, was at the
right price everything “is” for sale. I
said, “Yea,” with delight.

My third realization was that
negotiations must take place from
start to finish, that the stimulation of self-interest must be able
to be accomplished, within only
seconds and not minutes or hours
of talk.
The opposite of implied consent,
I imagine, is renunciation. When a
buyer's verbal or non-verbal actions,
clues or indications suggest clearly
they are not interested in some
property after previewing it, this is
when you negotiate and not before;
to negotiate before renunciation
would be selling, and at the crest of
renunciation, the walk out, you have
about fifteen seconds to stimulate
self-interest successfully.
At Open House / The bold
negotiator may say something like
this at the crest of renunciation, the
walk out, “Before you go, let me
just say that the owner of this
property has authorized me to
negotiate on their behalf with
buyers to stimulate interest in this
property. As you can see, if you'll
take a moment to look at this (hold
up CMA), the price of this home is
justified by many comps at $3.2
million. If this property doesn't
interest you at that price, then what
price would stimulate your interest,
how about $3.1 million? If you
were to get this property for $3.1
million it would be a good buy.”
The buyer says no. “How about $3
million?” The buyer says no. “How
about $2.9 million?” The buyer says
no. “How about $2.8 million? At
that price you'd be getting a
property with $400,000 equity
readymade. You could turnaround
and sell it at a profit right off.” The
buyer pauses and thinks, hmm,
wondering if this would be possible,

thinking you may know something
about the seller’s motivation or need
to sell, even at a loss, that you must
keep secret to yourself, but you
interrupt with, “Let's shoot for $2.7
million and get you an even
$500,000 equity to start in addition
to the deposit into equity, like a
bank deposit, you make with your
down payment or cash purchase.
Sidebar / Does this sound like the swap
meet or what? An important thing I
have learned from all my wisdomstudies – philosophy, religion, metaphysics, science and the like – is that the
macrocosm always renders down to the
microcosm and the reverse: one is
always reflected in the other. In other
words, what works at the swap meet
will work when negotiating for the sale
of cars, airplanes or real estate as well,
and the reverse.
This negotiation will take anywhere
from one-to-two minutes to
complete. It will stimulate selfinterest in such a way that the
amenities, features and ambience of
a property, however negative in a
buyer's mind, will play second fiddle
to the economics of a purchase, they
just fade away, and talks may
proceed that lead to a close. If not,
what have you lost for trying?
When Showing Property / The
bold negotiator may say something
like this at the crest of renunciation,
the walk out, “Before we leave, let
me just ask you if there is a price
other than the asking price on MLS
that this property may interest you,
“How about $3.1 million? If you
were to get this property for $3.1
million instead of the $3.2 that it is
listed at would you buy it.” The
buyer says no. “How about $3
million?” The buyer says no. “How

about $2.9 million?” The buyer says
no. “How about $2.8 million? At
that price you'd be getting a
property with about $400,000
equity readymade. You could
turnaround and sell it at a profit
right off.” The buyer pauses and
thinks, hmm, wondering if this
would be possible, but you interrupt
with, “I could make an offer for you
at $2.7 million and seek to get you
an even $500,000 equity to start in
addition to the deposit into equity,
like a bank deposit, you make with
your down payment or cash
purchase.
I like to think of both tactics as
buying the problems that cause
renunciation one price reduction
at a time until a price is reached
that motivates a buyer to take
action. Self-Interest is the underscore of each.
I realized by showing property that
there is no such thing as a perfect
house and that buyers, mostly, just
keep looking at homes until they get
tired of looking, that's when they
buy, and the home they buy, surely
enough, turns out to not be perfect.
Sidebar / Similarly, we men and
women don't shop for the perfect mate
and get married when we find him or
her, what we do is marry whom we are
dating when we are ready to get
married and find, of course, that this
person is not perfect (this does not apply
to my wife, who is perfect).
I realized by hard trying that it was
not practical to believe I could sell
anything to anyone, so I quit trying
completely and just stood at the
door when showing property and
asked buyers to find me when done
walking a home; then, I would
either (1) Close or (2) Negotiate
depending on the signals I received.

By closing and/or negotiating this
way, my sales score increased dramatically to nearly 100%. I shortened the time of sale from weeks to
days and then from days to hours;
and in models for builders to
minutes, doubling and tripling sales
achieved by predecessor sales
organizations.
Now, I know what you are
thinking. You are thinking of
what good is a stupid price
reduction negotiation strategy
when a low offer will not be
accepted by a seller? Okay, I'm
with you on this, because
you're right.
Importantly, this is not an article
about closing, it is an article about
negotiation.
The first objective of any negotiation strategy is the first win, and
that is taking the buyer out of the
market by getting them to focus on
one property alone at the exclusion
of others, to get their signature on a
purchase agreement, and to get an
earnest money deposit however
stupid the offer.
Stupid offers are not part of a
buying scenario when acting on
implied consent, only a possible
scenario when acting on renunciation. If you only want easy sales,
and there’s nothing wrong with
that, then of course you should just
show property until a buyer decides
to buy as previously discussed and
close on implied consent when
received.
If a listing agent, however, and
holding a select property open that
hasn't sold for some reasonable
time, in this situation you may want
to execute a negotiation strategy like
the one I am sharing to get the
property sold.

Here's how a stupid low-price
offer can be negotiated to acceptance.

end, all because fear of loss is
gnawing at them. It's a beautiful
thing to see.

First, the Offer / When through
price-reduction negotiation a buyer
authorizes you to write an offer, you
must lead them to understand that it
will take a bit of specialized manipulation of the seller's mind set to
negotiate their offer to acceptance
and that you will need up to three
weeks to do this. You comment that
it could happen in a few days, but it
will probably take the whole three
weeks.

Then, you continue, when contacted
by either the selling agent (if authorized to call direct) or the listing
agent near the end of the three-week
term and they are asked to consider
the offer seriously because this is the
only one working, to maybe meet
the buyer halfway or better, the
odds soar that they will do this and
the listing agent, whether you or
another, is shocked at the price
reduction they throw their way.

You let them know that if you were
to write on the offer that it must be
accepted or rejected upon presentation or within twenty-four hours or,
even, three days, that the only
reasonable response a seller can
make is something more akin to a
knee-jerk reaction to reject the offer
outright; prideful and pushed up
against a wall, they have no other
choice.

Second, the Presentation of
Offer / When presenting this offer
for the first time to a seller, you
must put the hex on in reverse.

But, you say, if we give them three
weeks to consider your offer they
can sit on it as though uninterested,
which is valid, but during this time
somewhere in the back of their
mind(s) hour-after-hour, day-afterday and week-after-week they can't
help but think that maybe this is the
only interested buyer they can close
with and that maybe they should
consider a little negotiation.
This consideration, you explain, is
triggered by fear of loss (you could
walk), self-interest in reverse, so to
speak, which grows minute by
minute. During this time, the seller
harasses their listing agent by incessant calls to see if there are any other
offers pending; they ask if they have
followed-up agents that showed
their property, what they are doing
to market the property, etc. to no

You ask the seller not to reject the
offer, because that is their first
impulse, but instead to sit on it for
the three-week period even if at that
time they will counter with a full
price offer; because, you say, we
have a seriously interested buyer
here that wants this property; but of
course, you add, they are trying to
get it at the best price they can; but,
you say, by not countering quickly,
by sitting on it, they will hour-byhour, day-by-day and week-by-week
start to fear that you will accept it
and, just encase this happens, they
start to see themselves in their
mind’s eye living here; they see their
furniture placed here and there, a
Christmas tree here, a Thanksgiving dinner there, interior design
of their own choosing, etc. and,
thus, move-in (in their mind’s eye)
long before escrow closes; and, you
add, once in the once imperfect
house proves itself doable and they
become amenable to a fair-price
purchase; but, you emphasize,
you’ve got to give them time to do
this.

Though this is mental, you explain,
the buyer that does this will consider any reasonable counter even if
it is near full price and at some point
in the process show implied
consent.
Teach your seller what this is and
explain what you will do with it.
Third, The Go Back / After the
presentation of offer to seller and
the gaining of seller’s understanding
and commitment to the sales/negotiation process, you must go back to
the buyer and simply tell them that
the seller is seriously considering
accepting their offer; but, they must
work out some financial considerations which would enable them to
do this; and, that they will likely
need the whole three weeks to do
this; and, that you will stay on it by
talking to the seller (or seller’s
agent) every few days or so until
this works out.
This sets the hook. Now, like with
any great fisherman, it is your job to
gently, but with force and determination, pull on the rod and turn the
reel to bring the fish in, a very big
fish.
On the go back, you might ask,
“Should this all come together, I’m
curious, you said you would do this
and that to the swimming pool and
outdoor dining area if this home
were yours. Would you actually do
those things?”
If the home was properly priced
from the start, even full price can
be a reasonable counter because a
qualified buyer is a buyer that
expects to pay full price for a
product, any product, they want;
a price reduction or discount
would be nice and eases the stress

of making a decision to buy, but
is not mandatory once they decide
they want it.
This two-way-street system of
negotiation when done sensitively
over time softens both the buyer's
and seller's hard opinions about
price whether they know what you
are doing or not, it works either
way. When counters are then
written, presented, countered again
and so forth over and over the
parties become in some way committed to each other and agreement
follows.
The Home Buyer's
Negotiation Worksheet.
To solidify this as a formula that I
and others could easily follow, I
created the Home Buyer's Negotiation Worksheet provided at the back
of this article.
It's just a scribble sheet put onto
a clipboard for markup while discussing these things with a buyer
(1) Under price you note, as you
talk, the price reductions you are
suggesting one at a time (2) Under
Down Payment you note the
reduction in down payment
required as the price drops (3)
Under Monthly Payment you note
the reduction in the monthly
payment required as the price drops
(4) Under Time you note the
recommended three-week negotiation time frame.
The rules are also highlighted (1)
With a buyer, you talk the price
down to write the sale up (2) With
a seller, you talk the price up to tie
the sale down and (3) The longer
given the seller to consider acceptance, the greater the likelihood of
agreement.
The rest is self explanatory.

In Closing.
I'd like to reiterate that Closing
is not negotiating and Negotiating
is not closing, though it leads to a
close.
Most texts on negotiation treat
them as one and the same and in
their authors’ attempts to be
thorough provide long scenarios,
scripts and named-gambits such as
the Hot Potato or the Red Herring to
manipulate buyers and sellers into
taking action we desire of them.
I think these mostly backfire and
orient us as self-interest oriented
agents looking out for number one.
True or not, this is how our customers and clients interpret these types
of manipulations.
To enjoy a long stress-free career,
I’d like to advise that you not take
this whole sales thing too seriously,
particularly the rules and methodologies of either (1) The activities of
sales and marketing or (2) The rules
and methodologies of negotiation
and closing.
The endeavors relative to the things
outlined herein are intended to be
visited with a light heart, a smile on
your face and executed in such a
way that your words and leadership
are enjoyed by all.
The underscore to most everything we do relative to real estate
sales and marketing is this: mostly,
people have a tolerance for imperfection and buy an imperfect house
when they are ready to buy; and,
they can find that house themselves
with or without our help.
Sidebar / I said, “mostly,” didn’t I?
This opens the door for someone to
challenge me by standing in a room
filled to overflowing with attentive

trainees and after the completion of my
presentation of Negotiation Magic,
and during the question and answer
period saying, all red faced, “I have
built a long successful career underscored by exceptional customer service
helping people find ‘the perfect house’ at
which I close.”
Listening to the end of the tirade,
however long it took, I’d respond by
saying something like, “Well, there you
go. That is the other side of the coin,
isn’t it? Good job. I’m sure you’ve been
well compensated for your efforts.”
Best Wishes.
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Home Buyer’s
Negotiation Worksheet
Price

Down Payment

Monthly Payment

Terms & Conditions

Talk the Price Down, to Write the Sale Up. Talk the Price Up, to Tie the Sale Down.

Time

The Longer Given the Seller to Consider Acceptance, the Greater the Likelihood of Agreement.
1 Week / 2 Weeks / 3 Weeks / Subject to Standard 1st Right of Refusal Agreement.

Terms
1. Price $_______________________.
2. Down Payment $______________.
3. Monthly payment not to exceed $____________ per month principal and interest.
Taxes, insurance, homeowner’s and/or association fees not included.
4. Buyer to obtain and qualify for existing, new or seller financing that will meet the above conditions.
The exact terms to be worked out prior to opening escrow and approved by both Buyer and Seller.
5. If the above conditions cannot be met and the terms of such conditions agreed upon by both parties,
then this offer is null and void and buyer’s deposit shall be returned in full.

